MEDIA RELEASE
Digium introduces new Switchvox business phone systems to
support larger and more demanding applications
Switchvox 400 Series appliances offer best value for mid-size unified communications
systems
May 3, 2013 - Digium®, Inc., the Asterisk® Company, has announced the general
availability of two new Switchvox appliances designed to meet the IP phone system
needs of mid-size businesses while delivering expanded performance capabilities. The
Switchvox 400 Series includes all enterprise-class unified communications features at
one affordable price, making it the best value in business phone systems. Supporting up
to 600 users in a single system, the 400 series provides more powerful processing for
more demanding applications.
The Switchvox 450 and Switchvox 470 are Digium’s newest additions to the product line
and address larger applications and customer needs. These appliances offer serverclass architectures, significantly more memory, state of the art processors, enhanced
RAID options and solid state drives (SSD). These enhancements let Switchvox more
than double the number of concurrent calls supported on the prior models. In addition to
improved capacity and performance, the size of the appliances has been reduced by 46
per cent, the weight by 37 per cent, and the power consumption by 22 per cent,
producing environmentally-friendly solutions.
“Digium is broadening our line of phone systems to address the needs of larger and
more complex UC requirements,” states Mark Amick, Digium’s Director of Product
Management. “Incorporating all of the award-winning features of Switchvox into two new
appliances provides the solutions that our customers and channel partners have
requested to address larger applications at the best value for SMB business phone
systems.”
The Switchvox 400 products are complete business phone systems and include the
following features:
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VoIP and Traditional Calling
Mobile Applications
Fixed Mobile Convergence
Interactive Switchboard
Advanced IVR Capabilities
Integrated Conferencing
Video Calling Support
Voicemail with email integration
Built-in Call Queues
Detailed Reporting
One-Touch and Scheduled Recordings
CRM Integration & Extend API
Faxing
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Music on Hold
Digium IP Phone Phone integration.

The Switchvox 450 is a complete UC business phone system and is ideal for mid-sized
or larger businesses seeking a high performance, highly redundant, full-featured IP PBX
that supports up to 500 users in a single platform. The Switchvox 450 is available now.
The Switchvox 470 is a complete UC business phone system and is ideal for mid-sized
or larger businesses seeking a high performance, highly redundant, full-featured IP PBX.
The Switchvox 470 provides the fastest processing power in the Switchvox product line
for the most demanding applications, and supports up to 600 users in a single platform.
The Switchvox 470 is available now.
For more information, visit: digium.com/en/products/switchvox/systems
Regarding pricing and availability in your region digium.com/contact
To find a reseller or distributor near you, visit: digium.com/wheretobuy
If you are interested in becoming a Digium Partner, click on digium.com/partner

-ENDSAbout Digium
Digium®, Inc. provides Asterisk® software, telephony hardware and Switchvox business
phone systems that deliver enterprise-class unified communications (UC) at an
affordable price. Digium is the creator, primary developer and sponsor of the Asterisk
project, the world’s most widely used open source communications software. Asterisk
turns an ordinary computer into a feature-rich communications server. A community of
more than 80,000 developers and users worldwide uses Asterisk to create VoIP
communication solutions in more than 170 countries. Since 1999, Digium has
empowered developers to create innovative communications solutions based on open
standards and open source software, providing an alternative to proprietary phone
systems. Digium’s business communications products are sold through a worldwide
network of reseller partners. More information is available at www.digium.com and
www.asterisk.org.
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